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BUILD ON MICROSOFT PLATFORM FOCUS ON COLD STORAGE LOGISTICS

PARTNERSHIP WITH EU BRANCH 
ASSOCATIONS

90+ CUSTOMERS ON OUR VERTICAL 
SOLUTION
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Thank you Xavier for introducing me and thank you GCCA to give me the opportunity to be here. Today we gone talk about Digital transformation and some more general market developments. But first of all I’d like to share some background with you about our company Boltrics and myself.



Transportation & Logistics:
The transportation and logistics industry is 
confronting immense change: digital 
transformation, new market entrants, 
changing customer expectations, and new 
evolving business models. If you want to 
remain competitive, now is the time for
action.

Digitalization

Source: PWC
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We are a software company based in the NetherlandsWe develop and implement solutions based on the Business solutions of MicrosoftIn 2010 wee started to develop solution with a dedicated focus on coldstorage logistics together with the Nekovri. Besides a strong partnership with the Nekovri we have partnersships with other associations in Europe such as the BVBVK and we are extending to other countries/associations.Since 2019 we have welcomed 90+ customers on our platform I am a logistics consultant from origine, co-owner of Boltrics and responsible for all commercial activities and for development of our international partner channel. At this moment we have implementation partners in Belgium, Germany, Spain and Poland. 



TYPICAL CASE SCENARIO
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So, I want to talk with you this morning about among other things digital transformation but also about other trends we see in the market and how this affects you business. To start with some more general trends we see as a first challenge or treat a lot of consolidation and globalisation in the market. Existing companies are taking over other companies and become bigger and bigger. New entrants are coming, sometimes from other parts of the world sometimes it are start-ups with new ideas and new approaches or your client is starting it’s own warehouse. A second challenge or treat is that you customers becoming more and more demanding, they want to have more information, real time information, the supply chain in total want to have more information. This leads to more integrations between systems and also more real time integrations. So, not longer sending files from one to another, because that’s more like an upgraded homer pigeon but not a really integrated system. So, without a delay, an action in one system leads to an action and response of another system. It maybe don’t sounds like rocked science and maybe you think that’s none of my business but it’s a mayor change and it can affect you directly, not in the future but now! Let’s give an example



Technology feels like it’s accelerating 
— Because it actually is
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Friesland Campina produces and sells consumer products such as dairy-based beverages, infant nutrition, cheese and desserts in many European countries, in Asia and in Africa via its own subsidiaries.They work closely together with logistic service providers for transport and storage of their goods. Recently they are migrated to the latest version of SAP and upgraded their way of communication with partners as well. As a result they do not accept file transfer anymore. LSP’s which are not a able to communicate via synchronous webservices are out of business. Not only LSP’s but also software vendors, one of the LSP’s changed their WMS and vendor for this only reason and the current vendor was not able to follow this new technology! 



1998 2018
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Then I come automatically to the third challenge and or treat, this is the rapid technology shifts which are taking place. In the past he had quit a long time client server systems. But the we got cloud solutions with complete different architectures behind. Big Data, IoT, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain. New technologies and new ways of communication are coming faster and faster. But maybe you think again, it’s not my business. Reality is that if consumers are using some kind of technology or new technologies they expect that vendors of consumers goods will also use that technology. If these vendors are doing that they expect their vendors to do so.Let give an example of how technology is changing



Microsoft predicts everyone will soon have 
an AI "second self" to boost intelligence

Microsoft president Brad Smith EVP of AI and Research Harry Shum
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Twenty years ago, an LED alarm clock was probably the sole digital device in your bedroom. A bound personal calendar helped you track the day’s appointments, addresses, and phone numbers. After sending your kids off to school, you likely caught up on the world’s happenings from a radio broadcast or by reading a news paper. Actually we nearly didn’t have internet at that time and aren’t connected with each other



From a business perspective

“Self-driving vehicles, Robots in warehouses, 
automatically choosing the most efficient route… 
Artificial Intelligence will dramatically improve 
logistics.”
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Now the future, coming 20 years, because I don’t have a crystall ball and I am not smart enough to predict the future I want to share something from the book “The future computed”. It’s written by Brad Smith and Harry Shum, two persons within Microsoft who are heavily involved in AI developments. What they say is:Twenty years from now, what will your morning look like? At Microsoft, we imagine a world where your personal digital assistant Cortana talks with your calendar while you sleep. She works with your other smart devices at home to rouse you at the end of a sleep cycle when it’s easiest to wake and ensures that you have plenty of time to shower, dress, commute and prepare for your first meeting. As you get ready, Cortana reads the latest news, research reports and social media activity based on your current work, interests and tasks, all of which she gleaned from your calendar, meetings, communications, projects and writings. She updates you on the weather, upcoming meetings, the people you will see, and when you should leave home based on traffic projections. Acting on the request you made a year before, Cortana also knows that it’s your sister’s birthday and she’s ordered flowers (lilies, your sister’s favorite) to be delivered later that day. (Cortana also reminds you about this so that you’ll know to say, “you’re welcome” when your sister thanks you.) Cortana has also booked a reservation for a restaurant that you both like at a time that’s convenient for both of your schedules.



Source: PWC
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The development of privacy rules over the past two decades provides a good preview of what we might expect to see more broadly in the coming years for issues relating to AI. In 1998, one would have been hard-pressed to find a fulltime “privacy lawyer.” This legal discipline was just emerging with the advent of the initial digital privacy laws, perhaps most notably the European Community’s Data Protection Directive, adopted in 1995. But the founding of the International Association of Privacy Professionals, or IAPP, the leading professional organization in the field, was still two years away. Today, the IAPP has over 20,000 members in 83 countries. Its meetings take place in large convention centers filled with thousands of people. And there is no shortage in topics for them to discuss.To come more to Logistics Major logistics providers have long relied on analytics and research teams to make sense of the data they generate from their operations.But with volumes of data growing, and the insights that can be gleaned becoming increasingly varied and granular, these companies are starting to turn to artificial intelligence (AI) computing techniques, like machine learning, deep learning, and natural language processing, to streamline and automate various processes. These techniques teach computers to parse data in a contextual manner to provide requested information, supply analysis, or trigger an event based on their findings. They are also uniquely well suited to rapidly analyzing huge data sets, and have a wide array of applications in different aspects of supply chain and logistics operations.AI's ability to streamline so many supply chain and logistics functions is already delivering a competitive advantage for early adopters by cutting shipping times and costs. A cross-industry study on AI adoption conducted in early 2017 by McKinsey found that early adopters with a proactive AI strategy in the transportation and logistics sector enjoyed profit margins greater than 5%. Meanwhile, respondents in the sector that had not adopted AI were in the red.However, these crucial benefits have yet to drive widespread adoption. Only 21% of the transportation and logistics firms in McKinsey's survey had moved beyond the initial testing phase to deploy AI solutions at scale or in a core part of their business. The challenges to AI adoption in the field of supply chain and logistics are numerous and require major capital investments and organizational changes to overcome. A recent report from the research firm Forrester projects that by 2027, AI will displace 24.7 million jobs and create 14.9 million new jobs.
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Looking to all these changes and developments, it’s a big challenge to be ready, to stay ready and how to remain competitiveFirst of all, investing in IT and innovation is essential



“Stay committed to your decisions, 
but stay flexible in your approach.”
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Second  Avoid situations in which you can’t go forward and make steps which are necessary to remain competitive. Stay away from custom made and custom coded solutions because they are holding you back from migrating to the latest technology. This because using the latest technology is much more important than having a unique custom made solutionIf you are using latest technology, you can focus on doing improvements or adopting new innovations instead of being busy with how to keep old fashion software running



PREVENT TECHNOLOGY TO 
BECOME YOUR WEAKEST LINK
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Third, avoid becoming a dinosaur but be agile and be able to adapt to new changes-	Avoid a lot of different solutions from different vendors with different roadmaps and update strategies for especially your primary business processes-	Avoid architectures with a lot of dependencies which are holding you back from new developmentso	As an example, a couple of weeks ago I spoke with a CIO of a big global logistics service provider. He told me that he saw these developments already 10 years ago. He invested in a global solution for all their subsidiaries and implement them in one single system and database. So, he made a big step and avoid a situation of a huge number of different software solutions. But by having all their subsidiaries in one system/database they became a dinosaur because they don’t dare to do developments because it affects all their sites directly, that’s a big risk and as a result they are not able to change and not agile anymoreo	Another point we discussed is that by having a global solution with one centralized configuration gives a lot of frustrations and sub optimal situations on local level. At the same time, having a global system is not enough. The difference, if you look to margins and competitiveness is determined by how efficient and how optimal processes on local level are executed. So, be agile means also have a solution which is flexible enough to support local processes in an optimal way Of course I understand that also you will not have a crystal ball and it’s difficult to predict the future. So, to come to a conclusion and to be prepared for the future our advice is:-	Use latest technology-	Choose for flexible solutions to avoid custom coded solutions-	Create architectures with limited dependencies



Maersk Says June Cyberattack 
Will Cost It up to $300 Million
Source: CNBC

How to protect yourself from 
cyberattacks:
• Keep your system up to date
• Always have a backup
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Related to all the things before you should also think about related topics such as cybersecurity and privacy such as GDPR.Talking about Cyber Security, of course there is a lot to talk about regarding this subject but I am not an expert in cyber security itself or a system administrator and therefore, I want to keep it short. Just remember, the more devices become connected — the Internet of Things — the greater the risk for a hack attack. What we see as one of the most important things here is to stay up-to-date and use latest technology.



How to become and
remain compliant

GDPR
25 MAY 2018
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Keep your system up to date. Hackers live for computers and systems that are outdated and that have not had security updates or patches installed in a long time. They've studied ways to gain access to your system, and if you haven't installed updates or security patches, then you're opening the door and inviting them in. If you can allow automatic updates on your system, do it. If not, then make it a practice to immediately install updates and patches as soon as you are notified they are available. Keeping your system up to date is one of your most effective weapons against cyberattacks.Always have a backup. If all else fails, having a backup of all your files ensure that you can be back to normal in no time. The rule of thumb is that you should create a backup anytime you make a change to your computer and/or system. The backup should also be kept separate from your computer. Back your files up to for example the cloud or a removable hard drive, then if your data does end up encrypted, you can just restore from your backup and be okay.



Key GDPR Steps
1. DISCOVER. Identify personal data that you have and where it 

resides.

2. MANAGE. Govern access to and the use of personal data.

3. PROTECT. Prevent, detect, and respond to any vulnerabilities 
and personal data breaches.

4. REPORT. Maintain the required documentation, and handle 
requests for personal data and infringement notifications.
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On May 25, 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) comes into effect. GDPR is a European privacy and security law that establishes a new global standard for privacy rights, security, and compliance. The GDPR is fundamentally about protecting and enabling the privacy rights of individuals. It establishes strict privacy requirements governing how organizations manage and protect personal data while respecting individual choice—no matter where data is sent, processed, or stored.To become and remain compliant with the GDPR, using latest technology is making it so much easier. For example, Microsoft Azure cloud platform includes a few principles like security, privacy, compliance and transparency. These investments align closely with the intentions of the GDPR, and because of this, the Microsoft Cloud can uniquely provide an faster journey to GDPR compliance.��But besides using new tools. Where do you begin in order to align your internal processes to the requirements of the GDPR? How do you start the journey toward GDPR compliance? Which are the steps that must be taken? 



Get more out of your logistic services
Request your free copy via marketing@boltrics.nl.
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We recommend that you begin your journey to GDPR compliance by focusing on four key steps:DISCOVER. Identify personal data that you have and where it resides.MANAGE. Govern access to and the use of personal data.PROTECT. Prevent, detect, and respond to any vulnerabilities and personal data breaches.REPORT. Maintain the required documentation, and handle requests for personal data and infringement notifications.



Jan-Cornell van Ekris, Commercial Director at Boltrics

T: +31 6 250 281 54
E: jcvekris@boltrics.nl

Thank you
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Do you want to learn more about digitization and/or how you can become compliant with the GDPR? Request a free copy of the following whitepapers via marketing@boltrics.nl. 


